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Learning Camplex Analysis in
Münster-Paris , Zürich and Princeton from 1945 to 1953
v on Friedrich H irze bruch
Am 14. Juni 1997 hatte die Societe Mathematique de France zu einem Journee en l'honneur d 'Henri Cartan
eingeladen. Aus Deutschland nahmen F. Hirzebruch und R. Remmert teil. Hirzebruch trug vormittags vor;
R emmert sprach abends bei einem Empfang für Cartan, an dem u.a. Claude Allegre, Ministre de l'Education
Nationale , de la Recher-che et de la Technologie, teilnahm. Vor-trag und Dankadresse wurden im Oktoberheft
der Gazette des Mathematiciens, n° 74 , 26- 39 {1997) abgedruckt, die Wiedergabe hier erfolgt mit freundlicher
Genehmigung der SMF.

Liebe Frau Cartan,
lieber Herr Cartan!
Dear fri ends and colleagues!

I

t is a great pleasure and honour for
me to lecture on this day dedicated to
Henri Cartan. ~fany of us here are students of Cartan directly or indirectly.
Henri Cartan is very happy about his
students. This can be seen from the following picture, taken during his retirement meeting and party in Orsay and
Bures in June 1975.

Photo 2 (W. Scharlau)
Here are four students of Henri Cartan. They are from left to
right: Kar! Stein, Reinhold Remmert , Hans Grauert, Friedrich
Hirzebruch. This picture was also taken at the retirement party
in 1975. Actually these are four of Heinrich Behnke's 57 doctoral
students. Because of the close cooperation and friendship between
Heinrich Behnke and Henri Cartan, these four mathematicians
are also students of Cartan. Because of this cooperation I wrote
Münster- Paris with a hyphen. It Iasted from 1931 to October
10, 1979, when Behnke died. On the occasion of Behnke's 80th
birthday on October 9, 1978, Henri Cartan wrote a beautiful
article "Quelques souvenirs" which I shall use for my report. He
adressed these souvenirs to Behnke during the dinner in Münster
for Behnke's 80th birthday.
Sadly enough, Heinrich Behnke
unexpectedly could not attend because of illness.
Henri Cartan visited Münster for the first time in May 1931.
He was 26 years old. Behnke had been appointed "ordentlicher
Professor" in Münster already in 1927. Cartan gave four lectures
in German and one in French. There was a long walk in the
forest. One of the talks concerned circle domains. A domain in C 2
(complex coordinates x, y) is called a circle domain if it contains
the origin and admits the elements of the circle group
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as automorphisms. Cartan had proved in a CRASnote of 1930 that every biholomorphic map of a
bounded circle domain to a circle domain fixing the
origin is linear. Behnke had proved a related result.
There was great interest in "Abbildungstheorie" in
Münster at the time. Cartan met the young assistant of Behnke, Peter Thullen, who had received his
doctoral degree in 1930. The famous book "Theorie
der Funktionen mehrerer komplexer Veränderlichen"
by Behnke and Thullen (Ergebnisse der Mathematik,
Springer- Verlag) appeared in 1934. On page 35 , the
'·Cartansche Körper" (generalisations of circle domains) are introduced. The bibliography of the book
contains 11 papers of H. Cartan. Chapter 7 (Abbildungstheorie) is full of references to Cartan. In the
introduction, the authors thank Professors H. Cartan
and H. Kneser and his Excellency Professor Severi
for extensive criticisms which led to many improvements. The book of Behnke- Thullen is a symbol of
the cooperation Behnke- Cartan.
In May 1938, Cartan visited Münster again. Times
had changed. Peter Thullen had left in 1933. He
had a professorship in Ecuador. Behnke had applied
to the "Herr Reichs- und Preussische Minister für
Wissen chaft, Erziehung und Volksbildung" for permission to invite H. Cartan. This was necessary in
these days , though Behnke did not need any money.
The financial support came from the "Stiftung Still".
The "Firma Still" was founded in 1898 by Carl Still.
The Still family had close relations with many scientists and supp01·ted the work of mathematicians
and physicists from 1920 until today, for example
Max Planck, Richm·d Courant, Max Born, Heinrich
Behnke. On October 11, 1938 Behnke reported to
the Kurator of the University of Münster about how
he used the money of the Stiftung Still. For the summer term of 1938, H. Cartan (Strassburg) is recorded
with RM 135,37, Marston Morse (Princeton) with
RNI 100,- and Kar! Stein with RM 30 ,40. Kar! Stein
had received his doctoral degree with Behnke in 1936.
In July 1938, he had no salary and obtained RM 30 ,40
for his transportation from Münster to his home town
Hamm (Westfalen), thirty kilometers away. Let me
mention that Hamm is also my home town. My father was Kar! Stein's teacher in mathematics in a
secondary school in Hamm for six years. lt is important to note that Cartan met Kar! Stein in Münster
in 1938 for the first time. Fifteen years later the Colloque sur /es Fonctions de Plusieurs Variables was held in
Bruxelles where Behnke, Cartan, Serre and Stein attended . Stein manifolds played a fundamental role in
the Bruxelles lectures of Cartan and Serre. But we
shall come to this later.
The second world war began a little more than one
year after Cartan's second visit to Münster. But the
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friendship and cooperation between Behnke and Cartan was not interrupted. Cartan writes in "Quelques
Souvenirs": « ... , en jevrier 1941, je rer:;ois une lettre de man ami Behnke. Il me fait part d'une lettre de Oka ( datee de decembre 1940) qui annonce
qu 'il a resolu le problerne de la pseudo-convexite globale (probleme de Levi) .. . Heinrich Behnke prend la
peine de recopier de sa main le lettre de Oka, ecrite
en fmnr:;ais . . . » .
Let us recall that Eugenio Elia Levi (1883 - 1917)
published in 1911 a paper with the t itle: Sulle ipersuperficie dello spazio a quattro dimensioni ehe possono essere
frontiera del campo di existenza di una funzione analitica di
due variabili complesse.

A domain in the space of two complex variables has
to satisfy certain local conditions (pseudoconvexity)
in its boundary points if it is the domain of existence of a holomorphic function (domain of holomorphy). The problern of Levi asks wether these
local boundary conditions are also sufficient to ensure that the domain is a domain of holomorphy.
The same problern can be formulated in higher dimensions. Oka published his paper under the title
Domaines pseudoconvexes in the Töhoku Mathematical
Journal in 1942. Papers by Cartan, Cartan-Thullen,
Behnke-Stein and the book by Behnke-Thullen are
used. The Collected Papers of Kiyoshi Oka (1901 1978) were published by Springer- Verlag in 1984 and
edited by Reinhold Remmert with commentaries by
Henri Cartan. R. Narasimhan translated the papers
from French to English. The commentary of H. Cartan to Pseudoconvex domains begins as follows.

cn .

« Soit D un domaine de
Hartogs et Levi ont
donne des conditions necessaires pour que D soit
domaine d 'holomorphie; ces conditions ont un caractere local au voisinage de chaque point-frontiere
de D. Le problerne etait reste ouvert de savoir
si reciproquement ces conditions entminent que D
est un domaine d 'holomorphie. OKA se propose de
resoudre ce probleme; pour simplifier il se borne au
cas n = 2. Le cas geneml a ete ensuite resolu par
BREMERMANNetpar NORGUET (independamment
l'un de l'autre). OKA prouve d'abord le theoreme
suivant: si un domaine D c C2 est "pseudo-convexe
au sens de GARTAN" (i. e. : si taut point-frontiere de
D possede un voisinage ouvert V tel que V n D soit
un domaine d 'holomorphie), alors D est un domaine
d 'holomorphie... »

Hans Bremermann (1926 - 1996) received his doctoral degree with Behnke in 1951.
As we saw scientific contacts between Behnke and
Cartan continued during the war. But Behnke was
also a friend who tried to help in other ways. In 1943
Cartan's brother Louis was deported to Germany.
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About this tragedy Cartan says in "Quelques Souvenirs" adressed to Heinrich Behnke the following:
« J e n e puis pas non plus oublier taut es les demarches
que vous avez fait es durant les annees 194 3 et 1944
( en vain. helas) pour tenter de retrouver la trace de
man fr ere Louis, deporte en Allemagne au mois de
jevrier 1943, et qui ne devait jamais revenir » .
After the war Cartan came to Germany already in
the fall of 1946. He travelled to Wolfach and started
to walk from there to Oberwolfach, but fortunately
got a Iift for part of the way from a French officer in
charge of the Oberwolfach Instit ute. In Oberwolfach,
Behnke and Cartan met again. The Oberwolfach
guest book records on ovember 1, 1946 that Cartan
participated actively in a concert (Bach, Wohltemperiertes Klavier I, b-moll, II , fis moll , and Haydn ,
Die Sinfonie mit dem Paukenschlag, with H. Boerner)
and that he lectured on November 4 on Theorie de Galais pour /es corps non commutatifs. Two further visits
with lectures are recorded in t he guest book of t he
fifties .
ovember 26 , 1950: Sur Ia theorie des foncteurs. T he
abstract begins as follows. « Il s 'agit d 'exposer les
elem ents d 'une theorie actuellement developp ee par
S. Eilenberget H. Cartan» . The famous book Homological Algebra by Cartan and Eilenberg appeared in
1956. The following picture shows the authors presenting the book, with Frank Adams looking on.

Photo 3 (anonymous)

On 1arch 3, 1957 Car tan lectured on Sous-ensembles
analytiques rliels (Resultats obtenus en collaboration
avec F. Bruhat ou par Bruhat seul).
My first visit of Oberwolfach was in 1951. I lectured
on Eine Verallgemeinerung der Plückerschen Formel für das
Geschlecht einer algebraischen Kurve. As far as I remember, I met Cartan for the first time at this occasion.
I had begun to understand a few facts on characteristic classes under the infiuence of H. Hopf and how
to apply them to well-known questions in Algebraic
Geometry. At this time I was Scientific Assistant in
Erlangen.
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In December 1949, Cartan came to Münster for the
first t ime after the war. His visit was inspiring for
many young mathematicians like Grauert and Remmert. I was not there. In the summer term of 1949 I
had begun my studies in Zürich.
Cartan's early visits to Germany gave many German mathematicians help , encouragement and inspiration . It was t he beginning of the reconciliation.
Cartan contributed essentially to the reintegration of
German mathematicians into the international mathematical community.
I began my studies in Münster in November 1945.
The city had been destroyed. Very few buildings of
the University had survived. Thanks to Behnke's energy t he students of mathematics could use a lecture
hall every three weeks. We got many problems , went
home and returned three weeks later when the solut ions were discussed and new problems given out.
The situation improved very fast. We lived soon in
an active mathematical atmosphere. I learned much
about Complex Analysis in the areas I mentioned
earlier in this lecture. I profited a Iot from the Cooperation Münster- Paris and realised from the very
beginning that mathematics progresses through international cooperation and exchange of ideas.
Soon Kar! Stein joined the faculty as Dozent . We
frequently travelled jointly by train from Münster to
our home town Hamm and discussed mathematics.
He told me that complex spaces in dimension 2 are
topologically non-trivial. In dimension 1, the function w = .VZ determines a Riemann surface branched
over !C with the origin as point of ramification. Then
z = t 2 , w = t defines a "uniformising parameter" t.
However , in two complex variables w = q'z1 z2 gives a
ramification over C 2 branched at z 1 = 0 and z 2 = 0.
Away from the origin the ramification is not worse
than in dimension 1. In the origin z 1 = ti, z2 = t~
w = t 1 t 2 is a parametrisation of the singularity. But
in the t 1, t2 space the points t 1, t2 and - t 1, - t2 have
to be identified because z 1 , z 2 , w are invariant und er
this involution. The singularity has a neighborhood
whose 3-dimensional boundary is the 3-dimensional
sphere with antipodal points identified. It is therefore t he 3-dimensional real projective space.
Of course, the singularity can also be written as
z~ = (z1 - z2)( z1 + z2) , and Z1 =
u 2 + v 2, z 2 = u 2 - v 2, w = 2uv is a parametrisation
for which c = z1, a = z2, b = w gives c2 = a 2 + b2
and the well-known formulas for Pythagorean triples.
Fermat 's problem is much in the air with A. Wiles receiving the Wolfskehl prize in Göttingen on June 26 ,
1997. In my lecture I wanted to make the following remark which had tobe omitted because of Iack
of time: Felix Klein in 1884 gave a parametric so1u tion of the singulari ty T 2 + H 3 = 1728 j5 (using
w2 =

zi -
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t he icosahedron) by homogeneaus polynomials T , H ,

f in u, v of degrees 30 , 20, 12 with integral coefficients. (See my Bourbaki lecture of 1962/ 63). Don
Zagier, my immediate successor as managing director of the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik, told
me recently t hat Felix Klein 's parametrisation can
be modified to give several parametric solutions by
polynomials wit h integral coefficients of a 2 + b3 = c5
to obtain analogues of P ythagorean triples in this
case (see Frits Beukers , The diophantine equation
AxP+ßyq = C zr . to appear in Duke Math. Journal).
Felix Klein's singularity has lügher dimensional Iiftings:

This is the Brieskorn description of one of Milnor 's
exotic ?-dimensional spheres (see my Bourbaki lecture 1966/ 67).
From the summer of 1949 to the summer of 1950 I
studied in Zürich at the Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule. I learned topology from Heinz Hopf and
Beno Eckmann. Hopf studied examples of complex
manifolds and the question whether certain differentiahte manifolds admit complex structures. To increase his repertoire of examples of complex manifolds he introduced the method of "blowing up a
point" rediscovering well-known processes in algebraic geometry (for example the Cremona birational
transformation). He analysed the purely local character and the topological features of "blowing-up a
point" (Hopfs cr-process).
If P is a point in a complex surface M we consider
the tangent space T p ( M). This is a 2-dimensional
complex vector space. The lines in Tp(lVI) t hrough
the origin constitute a projective line crp. It is possi ble to remove P and replace it by er p. For t he new
complex surface M' we have a natural holomorphic
map
1r: M'-+ M with
1r :

M' - er p -+ M - {P} biholomorphic and
1r(crp) = {P}

In 1\!I' t he smooth rational curve er p has selfintersection number - 1. In the old days I proved this
in t he terminology of complex analysis. Without loss
of generality we assume M = C 2 and P = (0, 0). If
we Iift the coordinate z 1 of C 2 to lVI' we get a holomorphic function which defines a zero divisor (Cousin
II distribution) in M' consisting of a non-compact
divisor E 1 and of t he compact divisor CJp with intersection number E 1 · er p = 1. Then (E1 + er p} ·er p = 0
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which I took from Kar! Stein's Topalogische Bedingungen für die Existenz analytischer Funktionen zu vorgegebenen Nullstellenflächen (Math. Ann. 117 (1941)). We
come back to t he Cousinproblems later.
My dissertation was written in Zürich under Hopf
with close contact with Münster. I resolved the singulari ties of complex spaces in dimension 2 without
knowing t he corresponding results in Algebraic Geometry ! A complex space was given for me locally by
an algebroid function defining a ramified cover over
C 2 . The ramification was considered to generalise
Riema1m surfaces and correspondingly the t itle was
Über vierdimensionale Riemannsche Flächen mehrdeutiger
analytischer Funktionen von zwei komplexen Veränderlichen .

I received my doctoral degree in 1950 in Münster.
The paper appeared much later (Math. Ann. 126
(1953)). In this thesis I blow up points of the ramification locus until it has only transversal intersections
and then reduce everything (following H. W. E. Jung
1908) to algebroid functions

w=~
with 0 < q < n and (n, q) = 1. The function w
defines an n-fold covering of C2 ramified in t he Coordinate axes with the origin as the unique singular
point. The resolut ion is described by the cont inued
fraction
with

1 < bi

1

bs
The isolated singular point over the origin is blownup into a chain of smoot h rational curves with selfintersection numbers -bi. Each curve intersects t he
next one transversally in one point
Z2

=Ü
/

-b

/

~
The dotted lines are t he transforms of t he coordinate
axes. The blown up surface X is covered by s + 1 COordinate systems (Uk, Vk) with 0 :::; k :::; s centered in
the marked intersection points related to each other
by
bk
(1 :::; k:::; s)
Uk = Uk _ 1Vk- 1
- 1

vk = uk _ 1

In X t he function
w = \Jzifz2

is meromorphic and univalued.
Recently I studied the following problem. The N -t.h
root of w (assume for simplicity (N, q) = 1) defines
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an N -fold ramified cover of X with possible singularities in the above marked centers of the coordinate system. The resolution of all these singularities
z2
should relate to the direct resolution of N\1
and also relate the continued fractions of ~ and N ~
(see Michel Mendes France and Henri Cohen in Acta
Arithmetica 1973 and 1974). Here is an example as
an exercise for resolving and blowing down. I also
wish to demonstrate once more (as I did before with
a 2 + b3 = c5 ) how old things of 50 years ago sometimes become active again in one's life. \Ale have
4
1
20
1
- = 2 - - - and - = 7 - - and consider
3
2-~
3
3

zi /

2

~

yr;u;;.

2

and

The resolution of the first function is
/

Z2

'

'

- 2

- 2

- 2

=

Ü /
/

/

It t urns out that the five-fold ramified cover has sin-

gularities over the two marked points of type ~
1
5
.
2-- and - = 5 respectively. In the resolved five-fold
3
1
cover the first ( -2)-curve has selfintersection number
-10 whereas the two others become exceptional with
selfintersection number -1. Thus the resolution of
the two singular points Ieads to
- 10

- 1

- 2

- 3

- 1

- 5

Blowing down t he two exceptional curves and then
the curves which become exceptional after the blow
down etc. gives

-7

-3

~
Henri Cartan reported about my thesis in the Bourbaki seminar of December 1953. The title was Functions et varietes algebroides [d'apres F. Hirzebruch]. He
introduced the notion of Espace analy tique gem§ral de
dimension n and made it clear in which category I was
working. Hans Grauert and Reinhold Remmert published a long paper Komplexe Räume in Math. Annalen
136 (1958) (Heinrich Behnke, in Dankbarkeit und Vereh rung zum 60. Geburtstag gewidmet). In the Introduction,
they report about the concepts of complex space in
the sense of Behnke and Stein on the one hand and of
Henri Cartan and later J.-P. Serre on the other hand .
In the case of Behnke and Stein, complex spaces have
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as local models finite analytically ramified coverings
over domains in c_n. For Cartan and Serre, complex spaces are locally given by analytic subsets of
c_N. Grauert and Remmert show that the analytically ramified coverings of Behnke and Stein can be
given by algebroid functions which implies that they
are complex spaces in the sense of Cartan and Serre
(where I neglected here questions of normality). The
fundamental paper of Grauert and Remmert is the
first paper in Grauert 's Selected Papers (Springer-Verlag
1994).
Hopf published a paper Schlichte Abbildungen und lokale Modifikationen 4-dimensionaler Mannigfaltigkeiten in
Comm. Math. Helvetici 29 (1955). His main result
(in complex dimension 2) states that for a point in
a complex surface all local modifications (the point
is replaced by a compact !-dimensional analytic set)
are iterations of O"-processes (blowing-up of points).
Hopf relates this to earlier work of 0. Zariski in Algebraic Geometry. In his paper Hopf quotes a paper
of H. Cartan (Sur une extension d'un theoreme de
Rad6. Math. Ann. 125 (1952)) with the following
theorem:
If X is a complex manifold and g : X --+ C a continuaus map such that g is holomorphic in X- g- 1 (0) ,
then g is holomorphic.
Cartan 's paper is part of a Ietter to Behnke and
Stein. See Nr. 40 in Cartan 's Collected Works Volume II
(Springer-Verlag 1979).
On August 17, 1952 I arrived in Princeton. Immediately I had intensive contact with K. Kodaira and
D.C. Spencer who taught me sheaves and their cohomology theory and applications in Algebraic Geometry. I spoke about this period in ice in January
1996, at the colloque Materiaux pour /'Histoire au X X e
siede (in honour of Jean -A iexa ndre Dieudonne). H. Cartan
was present. The lecture was not published. A video
is available at CNRS. I reported about the correspondence between Kodaira-Spencer and Serre, between
A. Bore! and Serre, between Rene Thom and myself
and how the proof of the Riemann-Roch theorem was
finalised in November 1953.
J.-P. Serre lectured on parts of my results in the
Seminaire Bourbaki in December 1953 (Travaux de
Hirzebruch sur Ia topologie des varietes). My book Neue
topalogische Methoden in der Algebraischen Geometrie appeared in 1956. It became my Habilitationsschrift. I
can beglad that Dissertation and Habili tationsschrift
appeared in the same Bourbaki meeting with Cartan
and Serre reporting.
My "Antrittsvorlesung" for the Habilitation took
place in Münster in February 1955. Henri Cartan was
present. When preparing the lecture I asked Behnke
for advice. He said "This is very simple. The dean
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who is a professor of Pharmacy, should understand
everythin9 and Henri Cartan should find it interestin9."
The following Cartan Seminars at the Ecole Normale
Superieure occur in the bibliography of my book
1949-50
1950-51
1951 -52
1953-54

Espaces fibres et homotopie
Cohomologie des groupes, suites spectra/es,
faisceaux
Fonctions analy tiques de p/usieurs variables
comp/exe
Fon ctions automorphes et espaces analy tiques

Many things Kodaira and Spencer taught me had
their origin in these seminars. In the introduction of
my book I speak of the cohomology groups of a compact complex manifold with coefficients in the sheaf
of local holomorphic sections of a holomorphic complex line bundle and point out that these are finitedimensional vector spaces. I refer to Cartan-Serre,
Un theoreme de finitude concernant /es varietes analy tiques
compactes, CRAS 237 (1953), and to K. Kodaira, On
cohomology groups of compact ana/y tic varieties with coe fficients in some analy tic faisceaux, Proc. Nat. Acad.

39 (1953). Cartan-Serre use coverings of the manifold by Stein manifolds and apply Theorem B (see
below). Kodaira uses finiteness theorems for linear
elliptic operators in the spirit of Hodge theory. The
cohomology groups studied here vanish in dimensions
greater than the dimension of the manifold. The alternating sum of their dimensions (holomorphic Euler
number) is well-defined. Since one is basically interested in the dimension of the space of global holomorphic sections (Riemann-Roch problem), the vanishing of the higher dimensional cohomology groups
is of importance. For this I refer in the Introduction of my book to Kodaira, On a differential geometric method in the theory of analytic stacks, Proc. Nat.
Acad . 39 (1953) and to Expose XVIII (J.-P. Serre) in
Cartan's 1953-54 seminar ( « Voici les theoremes qui,
dans le cas de l'espace projectij, jouent le m eme role
que les theoremes A et B de la theorie des varietes
de Stein)» . Karl Stein lectured twice in t he 1953/ 54
seminar. These few remarks show how my Princeton
time was infiuenced by t he Cartan school in Paris.
The lectures of H. Cartan ( Varietes analy tiques complex et cohomologie) and J.-P. Serre (Que/ques prob/emes
globaux re/atifs aux varietes de Stein} in the Colloque sur
/es fonctions des p/usieurs variables (Bruxel/es, March 1953}

show even more clearly how much "we in P rinceton"
could learn from the Paris school. In Cartan's paper
the Stein manifolds (Kar! Stein 1951) are introduced
which generalise the domains of holomorphy. All
smooth analytic subvarieties of
are Stein man ifo lds (and vice versa, Remmert 1957) . The famo us
Theorems A and B are formulated (Proofs in the Cartan seminar 1951 / 52 Expose XIX). I restriet to the
Theorem B and quote from Cartan.

cn
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Theoreme B. Soit X une variete de Stein, et F
un faisceaux analytiq ue coherent sur X.
A lors,
pour ta ut entier q > 0, les groupes de cohomologie
H q(X, F) sont nuls.
Theorem A and Theorem B for q = 1 occur essentially in a paper of Cartan of 1950. « La formulation
cohomolo9ique du Theorem e B, et l'idee d'etudier
non seulement le cas q = 1, mais le cas q > 0 quelconque sont dues a J.-P. Serre» .
Let me recall briefiy the Cousin problems (P. Cousin
1895) which play such an important role in the work
of Cartan, Oka and the Münster school. Consider an
open covering {Ui} of the complex manifold X. A
Cousin I problern associates to each U; a meromorphic function 9; such that 9i - 9] is holomorphic in
U; n Uj. The 9; define a distribution of principal parts
ofmeromorphic functions and 9ij = 9i -9j an element
of H 1 (X, 0) where 0 is the sheaf of local holomorphic functions. T he problern is to find a global meromorphic function 9 with the given principal parts,
i.e. the difference 9; - 9 should be a holomorphic
function h; in U;. The h; with 9ij = h; - hj exist if
H 1 (X, 0) = 0. T herefore Cousin I is always solvable
for Stein manifolds , but also for projective algebraic
manifolds with vanishing first Betti number.
The Cousin II problern associates to each U; of an
open covering a meromorphic function 9i (nowhere
identically 0) such that 9ij = 9;/ 9] is holomorphic
and different from 0 in U; n Uj. The 9i (or rather
their locus of zeros and poles) define a divisor and
9ij an element of H 1 (X, 0 *) where 0* is the sheaf
of local holomorphic non-vanishing functions. The
problern is to find a global meromorphic funct ion 9
such that h; = 9i / 9 is holomorphic and not zero in
U;. In other words the divisor of 9 is the given divisor of the Cousin II problem. The Cousin II problern
is solvable if and only if the corresponding element
in H 1 (X, 0 *) vanishes (9ij = h;/hj = g;jgj and
g = g;jh; = 9] / hj)· In his Bruxelles lecture Serre
explains t he exact sequence of sheaves
0 ---+

z ---+ 0 .:.:!+ 0 * ---+ 1

(with exp(f) = e2 7r i f) and the exact cohomology sequence
· · · --t

H 1 (X,Z) --t H 1 (X,O) --t H 1 (X,O*) ~

~ H 2 (X, Z)

--t

H 2 (X, 0) --t ...

The cohomology group H 1 (X, 0 *) is also the group
of isomorphism classes of holomorphic complex line
bundles. T he homomorphism o associates to each
complex line bundle its first Chern class. For a divisor D (considered as element of H 1 (X, 0 *)) the cohomology class oD is the image ofthe (non-compact)
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homology class of D under the Poincare isomorphism.
The above exact cohomology sequence implies for a
Stein manifold by Theorem B that H 1 (X , 0 *) and
H 2 (X. Z) are isomorphic under ö. A Cousin II problem (divisor D) is solvable if and only if öD = 0.
A necessary condition is that the intersection number of D with any compact 2-dimensional homology
class vanishes (Stein 1941 , loc. cit.). The cohomology class oD vanishes if and only if the complex line
bundle associated to D is topologically trivial. In
fact. H 2 (X , Z) is the group of isomorphism classes
of toplogical complex line bundles. (Replace in the
above cohomology sequence the sheaves 0 and 0 * by
the corresponding sheaves of continuous functions.)
Therefore oD = 0 means that the Cousin II problem has a continuous solution, namely there exists
continuous non-vanishing complex valued functions
hi : Ui -+ C with h ;/ h1 = g ij . Already in 1939 Oka
(Col/ected papers 111. The Cousin II problem) had shown
that for a domain of holomorphy a Cousin II problem has a solution if and only if it has a continuous
solution. lt is worth reading the commentaries of
H. Cartan on this paper and on the preceding paper
(concerning Cousin I) in the Collected Papers of Oka.
In his Habilitationsschrift, Hans Grauert proved that
for a Stein manifold X and a complex Lie group L
the classification of topological principal fibre bundles over X with structural group L coincides with
the classification of analytic principal fibre bundles
over X with structural group L. This generalises
the isomorphism H 1 (X , 0 *) ~ H 2 (H , Z), because
H 2 (X, Z) is the group of isomorphism classes of topological complex line bundles (L = C*). Grauert published his Habilitationsschrift in three parts in Mathematische Annalen 133 (1957) and 135 (1958). See
his Selected Papers (Nr. 11, 12, 16 in Vol. I). In his
Habilitationsschrift Grauert thanks Cartan for advice.
Henri Cartan lectured on Grauert 's results in the
Symposium lnternacional de Topo/ogia Algebraica, Mexico
1956. I also participated in this Symposium. In my

lecture Automorphe Formen und der Satz von RiemannRoch I presented the Proportionality theorem for Chern
numbers using the bounded homogeneaus symmetric
domains classified by Elie Cm·tan.
It was my goal to show the cooperation between
~1ünst er and Paris, between the Behnke school and
the Cartan school. An official recognition of this
cooperation is the fact that Cartan received his
first honorary doctoral degree from the University of
Münster in 1952. lt was the fiftieth anniversary of
Münster as a University being called before "Königlich theologisch-philosophische Akademie" ancl the
twenty-fifth anniversary of Behnke as "ordentlicher
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Professor-" in Münster. The short Iaudatio of the
Doctor honoris causa document reads: "Sie {die
Fakultät} ehr-t dur-ch di ese Ver-leihung einen bahnbrechenden Fors cher, der durch seine vielseitigen und
tiefsinnigen Unter-suchungen in den B ereichen derAnalysis, Topologie und Algebra die Mathematik um
eine grosse Fülle neuer Ergebnisse bereichert hat.
Sie ehr-t den Gelehrten, der sein reiches Wissen
und sein vielgestaltiges Könn en im Geiste der Völkerverständigung dienstbar gemacht hat. '·
At the end of this talk a few words about Cartan
as a European. Emil Artin, Heinrich Behnke and I
were the three German mathematicians nominated
by Cartan for a European Committee. Cartan's Ietter to me dated June 23 , 1960 begins as follows:
« Cher Collegue et Ami,
Depuis plusieurs annees les gouvernements des
pays d 'Europe sont preoccup es du problerne de
l'equivalence des periodes d'etudes universitaires et
de l 'equivalence des diplom es universitaires. Ils ont,
au Conseil de l'Europe, signe plusieurs conventions
a ce sujet. Mais il faut reconnaitre que ces conventions n'ont pas ete suivies de beaucoup d 'effet; et il
est probable que toutes les tentatives gouvernementales seront condamnees a l 'impuissance tant que les
professeurs d 'Universite n'auront pas pris conscience
de l 'importance du probleme, dont la solution depend
avant taut d 'eux-memes, me semble-t-il. »

Our committee agreed on minimal requirements for
basic courses and published a description of them in
a European Study Book (Livret Europeen de /'etudiant)
which students could use when changing from a university in one country to a university in some other
country. The professor in one university would mark
in the booklet contents of courses attended. The professor in the next university would be able to advise
the student in which courses to enroll. The study
book was not used very much, unfortunately. For me
it was often useful when reforms of courses were discussed in Germany. In this way it certainly had an infiuence also in other countries. In any case, this early
activity of Cartan is a goocl example of his European
endeavours. lt was very appropriate that we could
celebrate Cartan's 88th birthday during the first European Congress of Mathematics held in Paris five
years ago. He had put much effort also into this enterprise. Part of the birthday celebrations took place
in the Palais Beauharnais, the residence of the German ambassador.
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